Dear Editor,

 {#jhbp657-sec-0001}

Tokyo Guideline 2018 states Murphy\'s sign is not sensitive, citing a single center study with sensitivity of only 20.5% [1](#jhbp657-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#jhbp657-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}. However, a systematic review and an evidence‐based review of physical diagnosis stated the contrary, with sensitivity ranging 58--71% and 48--97%, respectively [3](#jhbp657-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#jhbp657-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}. We believe that clinical guidelines should cite references in a systematic, comprehensive, and impartial manner. Citing a single article using data from a single center only, while ignoring other studies with better sensitivity could misguide the readers of the guideline. We would like to request the authors of the guideline the comprehensive literature review and fair citation of the clinical data, with reasonable revision of the manuscript upon the next latest guideline.
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